ACTIVATE YOUR STEM CELLS!
Unlike most products, LifeWave X39 goes to work the minute you apply it. It is the most
dramatic anti-aging and rejuvenation product of our time. Benefits can be immediate.

SUPPORTS WOUND HEALING:

Some of our most dramatic testimonials on the X39
have been in the area of wound healing. Wound healing is, of course, a natural process and
requires the presence of stem cells. However, as we age our stem cells become less effective.
Now, with X39, you can activate your stem cells and provide support for your body’s natural
healing process.

RAPID PAIN RELIEF:

X39 users can experience dramatic reductions in pain. In fact,
most people experience a reduction in the sensation of pain and inflammation within minutes of
application.

GREATER ENERGY:

Clinical studies performed by LifeWave show that the X39 patch
improved a person’s energy levels. When compared to the baseline there is an improvement in
overall energy of the body, organ balance, and L/R symmetry distribution of energy.

SLEEP BENEFITS:

Clinical studies performed by LifeWave show that X39 improves
the quality of sleep by altering levels of GABA, an important neurotransmitter in the brain. The
benefit is a natural improvement in the quality and duration of sleep.

IMPROVED SKIN APPEARANCE:

Would you like to not only feel younger but look
younger as well? Now you can, with X39. An important part of activating stem cells is increasing
the production of collagen. The result is that only a few weeks after applying X39 your skin will
start to experience a significant reduction in the appearance of lines and wrinkles.

DRAMATIC ANTI-AGING: Initial clinical work performed by Dr. Loren Pickart showed
that when GHK-Cu is elevated in the body, cells essentially are restored to a younger state and
begin behaving like younger, healthier cells.

FASTER RECOVERY FROM EXERCISE:

Users of X39 report significant
improvements in their sports performance and recovery. Since stem cells are designed to repair
damaged cells, this is not surprising.

REDUCED INFLAMMATION:

Many users of X39 report that after several weeks of
using the product, they notice a reduction in the appearance of scars. This is a well-known
attribute of elevating copper peptides known as remodeling.
Most of us would like to have the best anti-aging strategies and products possible, and now you
can with X39. Elevating GHK-Cu is a proven method to reset thousands of genes back to a
younger, healthier state. The result is an unparalleled level of health and vitality.

Learn More at JulieEarnest.com

